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ABSTRACT
Industry and regulatory agencies continue to struggle implementing CDISC for both the study workflow and in
support of the submission review process. Several factors contribute to these ongoing challenges including
limitations within the CDISC standards themselves and the inability to represent complex relationships across clinical
information in limited tools such as Excel. We collaborated with a customer to build a proof of concept based on
innovative design concepts, modern technology, and semantic modeling techniques used within other industries
which linked metadata across the data flow from Collection --> SDTM --> ADaM --> Analyses and TFLs. This
enabled users to see true traceability understanding relationships across artifacts including the impact of changes in
the data flow. We will describe the current problem, the focus on user centric design, the process of refactoring
CDISC to enable traceability and how this approach will make the business more efficient and deliver higher quality
data.

INTRODUCTION
Industry and regulatory agencies continue to struggle implementing CDISC for both the study workflow and in
support of the submission review process. Several factors contribute to these ongoing challenges including
limitations within the CDISC standards themselves and the inability to represent complex relationships across clinical
information in limited tools such as Excel.
In our personal lives we live in a connected world where all our information in linked together (e.g. Facebook,
LinkedIn). We take the availability of information for granted and don't realize what's under the covers to link that
information together. If you search for information about a disease a family member has, e.g. Alzheimer’s, you
receive a LOT of interconnected information which helps you understand more about the disease and make better
decisions about your family member.
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Information within our clinical trials has the same dynamic relationships but unfortunately, we store our standards
and data in 2 dimensions with no robust way of linking that information. Within this paper and presentation, we will
describe the current problem in more detail, show how to connect the dots by taking a different approach, and
proving out the concept for managing the relationships across the clinical information.

THE PROBLEM
The figure below is what we familiar at looking at in our daily work. Separate data sets with variables and values.
What is the real problem with trying to pull this information together in a meaningful and clinically relevant way for a
clinician who is trying to reach a conclusion. The reality is that because of, these connected and interrelated data
points become disconnected and unrelated when we put them in this representation.
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Whereas technologies such as Google and Facebook integrate these relationships inside their data, in our world the
institutional knowledge in our heads is what connects the data points. There are no electronic links between the
data and nothing that really provides traceability likes everyone claims.
In the famous story by Hans Christian Andersen “The Emperor’s New Clothes” two weavers convince the Emperor
that he is wearing an invisible set of clothes that only the most privileged can see. However, in reality, he is naked
and embarrassed in front of his whole kingdom.

This is the same as our industry providing ‘specifications’ or ‘metadata’ that supposedly describes what our data will
look like. We have one piece of ‘clothing’ that looks like this

And another one that looks like this

Neither of which ever actually interacts with each other! This gives us this false sense of traceability or compliance
that because we are checking the box that we have specifications we have better quality data. In reality, we are the
ones wearing the Emperor’s clothing believe that our ‘specs’ give us quality data.
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CONNECTING THE DOTS
The first step in connecting the dots is for the industry to stop using the word ‘metadata’. I know the first response to
this comment is “What?!?” Most industries out there are not even sure what the word metadata means or use it in a
very different context. The reality is that that all the information we collect whether it is the value of a blood pressure,
the name of a variable, or the length of numeric value is all data. Data that must be linked together in intelligent
ways to really allow to use our data.
We can connect this information in the form of a graph. You probably hear the word graph and think of a fancy
picture you produce to show lines, bars, or time to analysis like the figure below.

These are not the graphs we are talking about. The graphs we describe are databases that use graph structures for
semantic queries with nodes, edges and properties to represent and store data. A key concept of the system is the
graph (or edge or relationship) directly relates data items in the store and the relationships allow data in the store to
be linked together directly, and in many cases retrieved with one operation. This contracts a relational database
which forces a structure on that is hard to update if relationships change.
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The figure above shows the information about the patient which includes values (nodes) and relationships
(connections) and links all the patient information together. By baking the relationships into the database,
institutional knowledge is not needed to connect the dots. In today’s world information is duplicated across multiple
datasets, it’s takes brain power to connect the information every time, and no relationships really exist – Traceability
is a farce and you are wearing the Emperor’s clothing.

CASE STUDY: PROVING THE METADATA CONCEPT
At this point, you are probably saying “Another academic exercise”. Over the last few years people have been
presenting about semantics, linked data, and how it will change the world, but haven’t really shown the value. What
we will now show you is how we used these concepts to build a proof of concept for study specifications that links
information across the CDISC metadata flow as well as reporting of the results.

The diagram shows a simplistic flow of our metadata and data through the lifecycle. How many of us have
developed specifications for one the components in the diagram and can honestly say it was a “pleasurable”
experience? This flow while seemingly simple, is fraught with problems. Specifications are created in silos by
people who throw it over the wall to the next person in line. We use rudimentary tools like Excel which are not
scalable, cannot provide change control, and cause people to duplicate information from silo to silo as well as within
a silo. This siloed spreadsheet world has very little in the way of real connected relationships and required significant
CDISC knowledge and years of experience to actual produce the artifacts.
What if we could…
Reimagine the way specifications are developed making it something people enjoy doing
Intelligently link the specifications across the data flow in BOTH directions providing an end user the impact of
making a change anywhere along the process
Have an underlying database that had the relationships as part of the data
Replace the siloed teams with collaborative cross functional teams that understand how their specific decisions
impacted other along this data flow
Our proof of concept with the customer focused on tackling these “What ifs”. We started with implementing a new
methodology that put the user and the business need at the heart of the design. We focused on the user
experience, iteratively went through the design and development, and used a newer technology stack not usually
implemented in our industry. With regards to this presentation, we will focus on the use of a newer underlying
database technology, graph databases, and how we leveraged to meet the business need.
We started with a set of standard CRFs, SDTM/ADaM/TFL specifications, an SAP, and a LOT of metadata buried in
Excel with minimal connectivity. Our first step was to pull out all the valuable information in their Excel files
contained within black boxes and refactored into an integrated graph database. This exercise was probably the bulk
of the work as we needed to develop a new model (nodes and relationships that linked together the previous
paragraphs of information. We iterated over the model throughout the POC adding pieces and parts as necessary to
build that true integration. In some cases (analyses and displays), we had to build these relationships with no
previous knowledge as CDISC does not address this type of metadata. After building the model we loaded the
customer’s metadata into the graph. The figure below is an example of that metadata.
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After developing the metadata, using user centric design, we built out an interface and working prototype that could
leverage this metadata focusing on:
•

A user experience that people actually enjoy

•

Real Traceability showing the flow of information from collection to analysis

•

Impact analysis allowing a user to see what impact a change in their study will have on upstream or
downstream artifacts

•

Imbedding the institutional knowledge in our heads within the model

Since we were able to build the institutional knowledge into the graph, I don’t need an army of specialists to create
specifications nor do I need a plethora of people in my standards organization.
Other industries have been using this methodology and technology for years (e.g. Google, Facebook) and the
industry is starting to explore the capabilities. It’s time for us to move into 21st century and exponentially leap
forward in our ability to capture and use our data.

WHY NOT THE DATA?
Above, we describe the ability to refactor the CDISC standards and build metadata that can provide true linking of
information and traceability in your metadata. What if take even a bigger leap and put the actual data into this model
throwing out the way we currently ‘do’ metadata.
At the 2017 CSS, one of the sessions focused on graph database technologies and challenged participants to think
about clinical data differently. As part these sessions, participants were separated into groups, were provided an
example of SDTM data from the Demographics (DM), Vital Signs (VS), and AE (Adverse Events) domain, and were
asked to refactor the SDTM domains as a graph. At the end of this session, a representative from each team was
asked to explain their modeling decisions and were asked about the value of representing the data using a graph.
While providing different versions of the graph, ALL participants were able to see the value of representing the data
in this type of model. This was very encouraging given (a) approximately 50% of the 25 attendees were nontechnical folks and (b) 75% had minimal exposure to graph technologies prior to participating in the session. The
figure below is an example of a model for DM developed by one of the groups.
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The session leaders created DM data for three studies, populated the model, and shared a number of use case.
Below is one use case.
FDA has slightly different requirements to represent Screening Failures in the DM domain than the SDTM IG. PMDA
follows the SDTM IG explicitly. The team was able to extract SDTM data the meets the CDISC/PMDA rules and FDA
rules from the SAME graph database. The figure below shows the two data sets created from the same database.

Why is this important? It shows that you can create SDTM data from data stored in a graph. Second, in the current
environment a user would need to create separate analysis datasets for the FDA and PMDA if they wanted some
level of traceability. If the analysis created based on the data in the graph, there is 100% traceability between my
single data source (i.e. the graph) and my analyses. Less work, higher quality, data integrity.

CONCLUSION
At the beginning of this paper, we described how Industry and regulatory agencies continue to struggle implementing
CDISC for both the study workflow and support of the submission review process. As we described in the paper, one
of the primary reasons we have struggled is the limitations of the underlying models and the current technology used
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by industry to describe the multidimensional nature of clinical information. We will continue to struggle if we don’t
look to embrace new ways of modeling our clinical information and really answering the questions we have in the
clinical development process.
In our personal lives, we live in a connected world where all our information in linked together (e.g. Facebook,
LinkedIn), yet we don’t take that simple step of realizing how we could represent the information in our clinical
research world in the same way.
In conclusion, we should stop trying to build ‘traceability’, ‘governance’, or ‘linkages’ in a world where the underlying
models and existing technology can’t support it. Instead we do the best we can now to get the deliverables out the
door and focus our energies on the next generation.
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